we get the left action of the group Sg on Similarly, considering the group S u of all permutations of the set of all natural numbers and assuming for any x in and fi = (/i(0),/x(l),...) in
(0.2) xfi = (x li (o),z M (i)> • • •)
we get the right action of the group S u on . The Cantor topology Cg (cf. [2] , q = 2) has a natural counterpart C q in the topology of a set of real numbers. A description of C q as the intersection of iterated preimages of the interval (0; 1) by the function being the union of q affine functions defined on subintervals of (0; 1) is given in [1] together with an examination of quasi-isometries of C q . The following description of C g is equivalent to the one in [1] .
For any point x of The main aim of the paper is to recognize all sequences a in Sg and all permutations fi in S w as well for which the homeomorphisms (0.7) and (0.8) are diffeomorphisms, i.e. the functions u i-s-au, u ^ ufi and the inverse functions u a -1 «, u ufi -1 as well may be smoothly extended to the set of all reals.
Setting ig(t) = t and i~(t) = q -1 -/ for t € {0,..., q -1} we get the subgroup generated in S q by {¿ g , L~} being isomorphic to S2. Let us denote the subgroup of S q by where all elements of S q are (ao,«!,...) with a, = i q except a finite set of i or with «j = except a finite set of i.
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The group is isomorphic to a direct limit limn(5^ X 62) of the sequence (Sq x S2',n < u>) of groups. Denote also the subgroup of Su, where all elements of S^ are permutations (/z(0),/i(l),...) with fi(i) = i except a finite set of i by S^. Soo is isomorphic to limn Sn. There are proved the following three theorems in the paper. THEOREM By Lemma 1.2 there exist t ^ r and u ^ s for which the equality in (1.2) does not hold. Setting
, by (0.6), (0.5) and (1.5) for a n = Oni?» we get
«€N-yl" i£A n
Thus aa n -aa = (X(t) -A(r)) ^ qi and a n -a = (t -r) ^ q it
i€A n i€A n
Hence we obtain
Similarly, by (0.6), (0.5) and (1.5) for b n = b ni qi we get
Since a n -a -• 0 and ¿> n -a->0asn->oo according to differentiability of (0.7) at a we get the equality occuring in (1.2), which is impossible. Thus, the set By Lemma 1.1 we get A = i g or A = .
• In the case 2xi -hi < 0 we have 2xi -hi < -2. Hence, by the first inequality of (1.11) fc 0 < -2(2? -l)
Similarly, in the case 2z,--/i t > 0 we get 2xj -hi >2 and by the second inequality of (1.11)
what is impossible.
•
The correctness of the following definition of the function d k on the set
by the formula Then we have /x(n) < lo as n < I. If I < n < lo, then because of n > /, we have fi(n) < n, so fi(n) < lo-Thus, and consequently
where c is the value of derivative of (0.8) at the point a. If c were equal 0, then it should be
Thus, p{n) -n -•ooasra->oo. Therefore p(n) > n except for a finite set of n. By Lemma 2.1 we should have p(n) = ra except for a finite set of n. But this contradicts (2.6). Since the set {p(n) -n; n G N} of integers is bounded, then it is finite. So, the set {q p ( n )-n \ n G N} is finite. According to (2.5) there exists m with g p ( n )_ n _i = 2c for n> m, i.e.
-p(n) + n = log 29 _ x c for n> m.
Hence it follows that p(n) < n for n > m, as c > 1, and n < p{n) for n> m, as 0 < c < 1. By Lemma 2.1 again we have p,(n) = n except for a finite number of n.
• we have dj)( n = a + sj) n q n -»• a as n -> oo. Since a n + = aj) n G {0,..., q -1}, then a_,)( n € C q . Next, in turn
Hence it follows that for j € {1,..., g -1} we have (3.1) --(a p(n) (a j)n ) -a p ( n )(a n ))?p(n)-n c as tw oo.
zs j)n
If it was c = 0, then according to the following inequality
by (3.1) we should have q p ( n )-n -> 0 as n -> oo, so p(ri) -n -* oo as n oo. Hence by Lemma 2.1 it should be p(n) = n except of a finite set of n. Therefore c^ 0. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 we conclude that the set {p(n) -n; n € N} is finite, ifence it follows that the set {^-(«P(n)(aj>) -a P (n)(a))9 P (n)-n; » € N} is finite. By (3.1), for any j G {1,.. .,q -1} there exists nij such that for any n > rrij we have Setting m = max{mx,..., m g _i} we have (3.2) or, equivalently, (3.3) (a p (n)(aj)n) -a P (n)(an))/(aj)n -On) = 2c/g p (")_"_i for n > m. 4) and Lemma 1.1 we get a n = i q except a finite set of n or a n = except a finite set of n. Therefore p G SQO and a € Thus p £ Soo. Then by Theorems 1 and 2 we get (xi). The implication (ix)=> (xi) just proved together with the equality gives (x)=i>(xi).
